NE STP ’20
SUMMER TRANSFORMATION PROJECT

REFERENCE FORM
Hartford, CT | May 30 – July 25, 2020

• This reference form is to be completed by the applicant’s current Navigator Staff or ministry
leader (if not directly involved with The Navigators).
• Please complete this Navigator Summer Training Program (STP) reference form electronically
by filling in the provided blanks (using Microsoft Word only).
Applicant’s Name:
Date:

Your Name:
Your Position:
Navigator Campus (or ministry):

Address:

City:

State:

Zip:

Email:

Phone:

How long has this person been involved in your ministry? How well do you know him/her? In what
capacity?

What has been this person’s involvement or other relevant ministry experience? (e.g., in a Bible
study, lead Bible studies, just comes to large group meetings, etc.)
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Please assess this person in the following areas:
Faithfulness and heart for God

Teachability

Can you confidently verify that this person does not have theological beliefs that could be disruptive
and distracting in a Navigator ministry oriented training program?

Ability to relate in a team environment (e.g., positive attitude, flexibility, sensitivity to others,
servant’s heart)

What evidence have you observed that would indicate this person is other-centered, having a
servant’s heart?

Can you say this person has shown evidence that he/she is not primarily “self-absorbed”, thinking
only of self?
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In what areas do you hope this person will benefit and grow from being a part of this Navigator
Summer Training Program? (walk with God, character issues, time in the Word, ministry skills, etc.)

Briefly describe this person’s spiritual and social maturity.

Have you observed any evidence in this person’s life that indicates he/she intentionally seeks
interaction/involvement with lost individuals? Does he/she withdraw to avoid being among the lost?

Is there anything that we should know or be aware of regarding this person’s character, lifestyle, or
health? (dating situation, family discord, extreme shyness, hates evangelism, mental health, etc.)

Would you recommend this person to participate in this program?

Thank you for your honesty. Please save this completed STP reference form and E-MAIL it as an
attachment to: NESTP@navigators.org
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